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Digital in-gallery interpretation... 
what’s that?



Digital in-gallery interpretation is:

a product with a digital format 

installed in a gallery or gallery-like setting 

near or with an object



Why are we here?



Get on the same page & 
look to the future



Add to the database:
bit.ly/diginterpretation



C A S E  S T U D I E S



Gallery+ 
Adrienne Lalli Hills

Senior Interpretive Planner
The Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art







The history of art in 
Europe 1750-1945 is a 
dynamic story of the 
push-and-pull of tradition 
and innovation. The arts 
influenced and were 
influenced by the 
momentous social, 
political, and 
technological changes 
that delivered Europe and 
the world to modernity. 







Development
6 months

Web developer, unfamiliar with museums 

Concept and content led by interpretation, curatorial provided research support

Evaluated visitor interest in module ideas 



Evaluation questions
Does engagement with specific interpretive components (especially G+) contribute 
to visitors’ understanding to the main message of the galleries?

What can we learn from visitors’ response to the digital components of the Bloch 
Galleries that can be generalized to help guide the use of technology in other 
areas of the museum? Is there specific feedback we can gather to improve these 
components?

Do these elements shape perceptions and attitudes about the museum? 



Next steps
Renewed investment in permanent collection digital interpretation

Applying evaluation findings to future digital elements in the collection

Bridging IT, interpretation, and marketing to establish a digital strategy for putting 
interpretive content online

Debrand from Gallery+ as we move out into other galleries

Web presence?

Eschewing web app for Culture Connect so Interpretive Planner can control CMS, 
build and iterate quickly



Cyrus Tang Hall of China 
Taylor Peterson

Exhibitions Digital Project Manager
The Field Museum, Chicago









https://docs.google.com/file/d/0B4TjiLq1FRJmSUo2clVyajdTMDg/preview




https://docs.google.com/file/d/0B84EH9QjuqgtcVRVTmk1X2w4RmM/preview


Development & design process
Team (rails only):

- 1 backend developer
- 2 2D designers
- 3 content developers
- 2 project managers/asset managers

May-Oct 2014: Iterative design testing (paper-digital-physical)

Oct 2014 - Jun 2015: Bulk of content creation 
- text writing & iterative review process
- asset creation/sourcing for over 1,200 images, videos, maps



Early concept rails: 
“highlight” format



Evaluation & continuing impacts

Analytics trends - ongoing review

NSF EArly-concept Grant for Exploratory 
Research:

- How to redesign so attention-grabbing
content is more upfront

17 Highlights rails throughout building:
- Ever-evolving software strategy
- Display design changes

Companion website at chinahall.fm



FM-driven summative Tang Hall study Spring 2018

Ongoing key questions:
- Visitor-object-content interaction
- Content design
- Rework backend systems that are now outdated/unsupported

Another hall-wide system?
- Responsive web-based display + CMS on user-friendly networked system
- Pursue different display formats

What’s next?



DIY Digital Kiosks
Chelsea Shannon

Gallery Interpretation Specialist
Museum of Fine Arts, Houston





This is not a sales 
pitch!



Cabinet of Curiosities







Vignettes: Masterworks on Paper 1520 to 1870











In-Gallery Observation + Surveys
Do our visitors find the content engaging?

What do we mean by “engagement”?

Work with Slover Linett to determine what qualities determine an engaging 
experience for our visitors:

● Hospitality
● Choice
● Human Connection
● Relevance
● Full Involvement





“Digital Labels”
Tina Shah

Senior Developer
The Art Institute of Chicago





● Provide easy, clear navigation

● Lead the visitor through the story instead of leaving it up to the visitor to 
make decisions

● Contextually consider one object placed near the visitor - as opposed to 
many around the gallery space

● Short, simple, focused content

What we learned:





































Thank you!
@tshah



L E T ’ S  D I S C U S S



What is the role of the digital 
interpretation? 

Does it replace or augment a paper wall label? 

How does it affect visitor interaction with the object? 



What is the appropriate voice? 

Is it the same or different then a wall label?
What is the right amount of content?



Where and how do we install?  

How do we consider accessibility?

How important are aesthetics?



How do we measure success? 

What metrics do we use, should we standardize?

How do you measure quantity AND quality?



What are your burning 
questions?



What is the future of digital 
gallery interpretation 
in 3 words?



Add to the database:
bit.ly/diginterpretation


